
Inox Baltic CE mark locations on different products 
 
 
CE mark is located on the cupboard left inner side: 
TSK-8xx, TSK-12xx, TSK-16xx 
JSK-8xx, JSK-12xx, JSK-16xx 
BM-8xx, BM-12xx, BM-16xx 
PZK-8xx, PZK-12xx, PZK-16xx 
KSK-8xx, KSK-12xx, KSK-16xx 
GSK-8xx, GSK-12xx, GSK-16xx, GSK-20xx 
KTL(/P/FT)-8xx, KTL(/P/FT)-12xx, KTL(/P/FT)-16xx 
 
 
CE mark is located on the cupboard left inner side: 
TSK-20xx models from the Year 2017. and later 
JSK-20xx models from the Year 2017. and later 
PZK-20xx models from the Year 2017. and later 
 
 
 
 
CE mark is located on the cupboard left inner side: 
BM-20xx 
TSK-20xx Year 2016. and older models 
JSK-20xx Year 2016. and older models 
PZK-20xx Year 2016. and older models 
KTL(/P/FT)-20xx models from the Year 2017. and later 
 
 
 
 
CE mark is located on the right side of the left 
refrigeration unit: 
KTL(/P/FT)-20xx Year 2016. and older models 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CE mark is located on the cupboard rear inner 
side in the left upper corner: 
PK-1321, PK-1421, PK-1831, PK-1931  



 
CE mark is located on the cupboard rear inner 
side in the left upper corner: 
SK-5xx, SK-8xx, SK-12xx, SK-16xx 
SSK-5xx, SSK-8xx, SSK-12xx, SSK-16xx 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CE mark is located on the bottom of the 
refrigeration unit: 
DIKS-1GN, DIKS-2GN, DIKS-3GN, DIKS-4GN 
Models from Year 2018. and later 
 
CE mark is located on the right side of  
the refrigeration unit: 
DIKS-1GN, DIKS-2GN, DIKS-3GN, DIKS-4GN 
Models from Year 2017. and before 
 
 
 
CE mark is located on the junction box 
cover: 
DISS-1GN, DISS-2GN, DISS-3GN, DISS-4GN 
 
 
 
 
 
CE mark is located on the bottom of the 
refrigeration unit: 
DIKT-2GN, DIKT-3GN, DIKT-4GN 
Models from Year 2018. and later 
 
CE mark is located on the right side of  
the refrigeration unit: 
DIKT-2GN, DIKT-3GN, DIKT-4GN 
Models from Year 2017. and before 
 
 
 
CE mark is located on the junction box 
cover: 
DIST-2GN, DIST-3GN, DIST-4GN 



 
 
CE mark is located on the cupboard left 
inner side: 
LIISA-800, LIISA-1200 
Models from Year 2018. and later 
 
 
CE mark is located on the cupboard left 
outer side in the right lower corner:  
LIISA-800, LIISA-1200  
Models from Year 2017. and before 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CE mark is located on the right side of  
the refrigeration unit: 
EEVA-800, EEVA-1200 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
CE mark is located under the button panel on the left: 
VIVIAN e. DIK-700/2, DIK-700/2 S 
 
  



 
CE mark is located on the bottom of the 
refrigeration unit: 
KSB-800, KSB-1200, KSB-1600 
KTB-800, KTB-1200, KTB-1600 
Models from Year 2018. and later 
 
CE mark is located on the junction box 
cover: 
SSB-800, SSB-1200, SSB-1600 
STB-800, STB-1200, STB-1600 
Models from Year 2018. and later 
 
CE mark is located on the inside of the right 
door or on the right side of  
the refrigeration unit: 
KSB-800, KSB-1200, KSB-1600 
KTB-800, KTB-1200, KTB-1600 
Models from Year 2017. and before 
 
CE mark is located on the inside of the right  
door or on the junction box cover: 
SSB-800, SSB-1200, SSB-1600 
STB-800, STB-1200, STB-1600 
Models from Year 2017. and before 


